Programs Mission
Our primary goal for our not-for-profit organization is to renovate low income residential homes and transform them into a more livable and comfortable environment for the individuals living in those homes. The Neighborhood Renovations and Training Program (NRTP) mission is to end occupied low income housing that are deteriorated and assist young individual to achieve their high school diploma while obtaining on-the-job training in carpentry renovating these underdeveloped homes. By combining neighborhood, services and training, we will ultimately improve the livelihood of low income families and the city that their currently resides in.

Advantages
The advantages for homeowners, landlords and programs such as HUD is that our service provide free to low labor cost for low income residences to remodel their homes or buildings. As a result, this will provide on the job training for our apprentices and beautifying our neighborhood at the same time while saving the homeowners thousands of dollars in labor cost. Since there are limited free services available to renovate low income homeowners or renters, we believe that they can benefit from our program. There are many houses in the Windam County area of Connecticut that suffers from floods, termite damage or age deterioration that are in unlivable conditions but they are occupied due to the residence income situation. We are a not-for-profit organization with a purpose to improve neighborhoods and individuals in these communities.

Apprenticeship Program
Participants or Apprentices will be assisting with our effort, which as a result, will gain experience and ultimately their high school diploma. Our participants have to meet criteria of: 1. Age between 18 – 30 years old. 2. Is currently in a G.E.D. program. 3. Have a current driver’s license, insurance and vehicle. 4. Commitment to work hard and dedicated to improving our community. 
Advantages for our participants are: 1. Assist participant in obtaining their General Equivalency Diploma. 2. Gain valuable training in carpentry skills (technical and hands –on training). 3. Assist in job placement, resume writing and interviewing skills. 4. Helping your community and neighborhoods. 5. Stipend or compensation for dedicated and hardworking participants.

Program Summary
The Neighborhood Renovations and Training Program Inc (NRTP) mission is to end occupied low income housing that are deteriorated and assist young individual to achieve their high school diploma while obtaining on-the-job training in carpentry renovating these underdeveloped homes. By combining neighborhood, services and training, we will ultimately improve the livelihood of low income families and the city that their currently resides in.